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Web-based Visualisation for Look-Ahead Ground Imaging in Tunnel Boring Machines

Lijun Wei1,∗, Muhammad Khan1, Owais Mehmood2, Qingxu Dou, Carl Bateman, Derek R. Magee, Anthony G. Cohn

School of Computing, University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom

Abstract

Tunnel Boring Machines (TBMs) are large multi-million pound machines used to excavate underground tunnels. In order to make

best use of the high-speed performance of a TBM and guarantee the safety of excavation, it is important to know the local geology,

structures and ground properties ahead of the TBM cutter head, especially in complex geological conditions (e.g. karst caves). By

working with experienced geophysical experts, tunnelling engineers/consultants and TBM manufacturers, we propose a novel web-

based visualisation platform to help TBM operators efficiently manage, process and visualise the TBM parameters, the geology

map created by geo-experts based on boreholes, and especially the imaging data captured by an on-board ground imaging system

for “seeing through” the ground beyond the excavation surface. Informative visualisation interfaces were designed to facilitate

interpretation of the imaging data and adding annotation by users; algorithms were developed for automatic detection of features

and probable events by fusion of radar and seismic imaging data; and a back-end database was designed to store all such relevant

information for supporting more advanced interpretation in the future. The web-based architecture not only allows the visualisation

platform to be directly linked to on-board sensors (e.g. ground penetrating radars, seismic sensors), but also allows users away

from the job site to access the captured data using a standard web browser, enabling a collaborative interpretation process. The

data processing, management and visualisation platform presented in this paper is flexible with respect to different imaging sensors

and modalities, so it is highly adaptable for any other ground imaging systems for tunnel geology inspection, underground utility

surveys, etc.

Keywords: Ground prediction system, Visualisation, GPR, Seismic sensors

1. Introduction1

Tunnel Boring Machines (TBMs) are large multi-million2

pound machines used to excavate underground tunnels. Com-3

pared with traditional drilling-and-blasting techniques, TBMs4

have a much higher rate of excavation; for example, they can5

progress at the rate of 70 metres a day (typically around 30 to6

40 metres a day). They can also reduce rock damage, labour7

costs and generate smoother tunnel internal surfaces [1]. How-8

ever, TBMs generally have low adaptability and flexibility to9

local geological variations [2]. For example, sudden geological10

changes might necessitate a change of drag bits on the TBM11

face; man-made artefacts such as deep foundations of buildings12

may obstruct the excavation; and groundwater in adverse ge-13

ological bodies (e.g. karst caves, coal mine collapse column)14

might flood a tunnel [3]. These local geological variations can15
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significantly influence the TBM advance rate, rock fragmenta-16

tion efficiency, cutter head wearing and deform or damage the17

TBM, resulting in delay of construction progress, or even cause18

loss of property and life. In order to make best use of a TBM19

and its high-speed performance and guarantee the safety of ex-20

cavation, it is important to have the information of local geology21

structure ahead of the TBM cutter head.22

Surface and borehole geological surveys are usually per-23

formed at sampling locations along the route of a tunnel, but24

the interpolated geological maps are not sufficiently accurate25

for predicting the local geological variations. In order to evalu-26

ate the short-range ground conditions ahead of the tunnel face,27

Leu et al. [4] used a neural network and Guan et al. [5] used a28

Markov random process to predict the ground conditions based29

on excavated materials, whilst Yamamoto et al. [6] used geo-30

statistical techniques to analyse the TBM driving data and the31

drill logging data from pilot boring at the same time. The local32

variations can also be detected by ground imaging/prediction33

systems [1] equipped with non-destructive geophysical sen-34

sors [7, 8, 9] by measuring the differences in the propagation35

velocity of mechanical waves in various media using methods36

like tunnel seismic prediction (TSP) [10, 11, 12], analysing the37

differences in the electrical permittivity of the media based on38

the propagation of electromagnetic waves using methods like39

transient electromagnetic technique [7] and ground penetrat-40
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ing radar (GPR) [13, 14, 15, 16]3, or analysing the shape of41

the electrical or magnetic field which is generally obtained by42

measuring the electrical resistivity [18]. To reduce the cost and43

improve the operability of ground imaging systems, data acqui-44

sition should not interrupt tunnelling operations, which means45

that these systems should operate in stopped time of the TBM46

operation with fast, frequent and effective acquisition proce-47

dure, be fully integrated on-board the TBM with an open and48

flexible system architecture and expandable for adding other49

subsystems [1]. However, most of the current methods require50

dedicated periods of time for data capture and analysis during51

which other tunnel construction activities must be stopped.52

In addition to the ground imaging system itself, imaging53

data transmission, storage, analysis and especially visualisa-54

tion are also crucial for effective data interpretation, a com-55

plex process requiring specific skills and expertise. Informa-56

tive visualisation can maximise the value of the captured data57

and facilitate data interpretation and decision-making by TBM58

operators/geo-experts. Several visualisation systems have been59

developed to help geophysical data interpretation for various60

purposes [19, 20, 21]. For example, [19] developed a visualisa-61

tion system for interpreting geophysical data from archaeologi-62

cal sites, [20] presented a system for processing and visualising63

ground penetrating radar data for measuring pavement thick-64

ness, and [21] proposed a system for representing the buried65

utility data and the movement of excavation equipment in a 3D66

visualisation environment. Systems have also been developed67

for visualising the tunnel environment [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. For68

example, [22] developed a system for visualising the construc-69

tion data of shield tunnels such as tunnel geometries and at-70

tributes, [23] used virtual reality technology to visualise the tun-71

nel construction environment, [24] proposed a tunnel modelling72

and visualisation system based on real-time TBM tracking and73

positioning data, [25] proposed a tunnel information system for74

managing and using the geo-engineering data in urban tunnel75

projects, and a system was developed by [26] for safety risk76

early warning in urban metro constructions based on fusion of77

multisource information (monitoring measurements, calculated78

predictions, and visual inspections), but none of these work79

managed or visualised the geophysical data in tunnels. To the80

best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no work in the literature81

focusing on addressing the data management and visualisation82

problem for tunnel ground prediction/imaging systems.83

1.1. Our Contribution84

In this work, we present a novel web-based visualisation plat-85

form that can be connected to a Look-Ahead Ground Imaging86

System on Tunnel Boring Machines for detecting and visual-87

ising the local geological anomalies ahead of the TBM cutter88

head. The platform was developed by working closely with89

experienced geophysical experts, tunnelling engineers, consul-90

tants and TBM manufacturers and following an iterative de-91

sign/testing process to choose the most appropriate solutions. It92

3A review of current practices and the potential of using ultra-wide band

(UWB) radar for cost-effective, non-destructive detection in underground con-

struction is given in [17].

has the functions of data transmission/storage, 2D/3D visualisa-93

tion and human-machine interactive data interpretation with the94

support of informative and user-friendly interfaces. Dedicated95

GPR and seismic sensors were designed by our project part-96

ners [27, 28, 29, 30] within the EU funded NeTTUN4 project97

and included in the connected Look-Ahead Ground Imaging98

System [9] in order that these sensors can complement each99

other in different challenging situations (e.g. a GPR may not100

work properly in damp environment) based on both dielectric101

and elastic properties of the ground. Both imaging data and102

relevant contextual data, such as the initial geological survey103

data along a tunnel route (in the form of initial geology maps104

or simplified geology) and TBM operational data (e.g. ground105

pressure, cutter head torque) are stored and visualised to help106

data analysis. It should be noted that the focus of this paper is107

not on the sensor design but the fusion and visualisation of the108

sensor data once obtained.109

Our contribution in this work is threefold. Firstly, since110

ground imaging data interpretation is a complex process re-111

quiring specific skills and expertise, the web-based design al-112

lows both on-site and remote data accessing by engineers in113

and outside the tunnel, establishing real-time interaction and114

collaboration between them for situation analysis. By fusion115

and visualisation of the ahead-looking imaging data from differ-116

ent perspectives and overlaying the related geological context117

and TBM parameters, users can gain a better understanding of118

what could be uncovered by subsequent excavation. Secondly,119

the back-end database stores the imaging data and the contex-120

tual information (e.g. TBM parameters, geological maps, ex-121

perts’ annotation before and after excavation and their explana-122

tion) about the adverse geological events in different tunnelling123

projects and can be used as an evidence base to enhance users’124

(e.g. junior engineer) understanding of imaging data interpre-125

tation. As more data from real tunnelling projects is fed in,126

machine learning techniques can be developed in the future to127

further help the interpretation of hazardous events. If the GPS128

coordinates of tunnel segments are given, the proposed plat-129

form can also serve as a geographic information system (GIS)130

to spatially manage the imaging data from different tunnelling131

projects and visualise the geological background in a broader132

context to help data analysis [31, 32]. Thirdly, the visualisa-133

tion platform presented in this paper is quite flexible to the se-134

lected models (e.g. sensor frequencies) and configurations (e.g.135

size/shape of the scanning pattern) of the imaging sensors, so136

the platform is also applicable to other ground imaging systems137

used on tunnel boring machines or surface geophysical survey138

equipment [33]. We have not found a similarly flexible and139

widely scoped web-based visualisation system for sensor data140

described in the literature.141

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: section 2 in-142

troduces the architecture of the proposed platform; section 3143

presents the data acquisition procedure, the communication144

protocol and database design; section 4 presents the visualisa-145

tion and image analysis components, followed by discussion in146

4NeTTUN: https://web.archive.org/web/20170601061958/

http://nettun.org/. Accessed: 2019-04-25.
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section 5 and conclusions in section 6.147

2. System Architecture of The Proposed Visualisation Plat-148

form149

The architecture and general work flow of the platform is150

shown in Figure 1. At first, GPR and seismic data is cap-151

tured, pre-processed and stored on a file system. When the pre-152

processed data at a certain chainage5 is ready (notified by a data153

ready protocol), the image analysis component is initiated for154

detection and tracking of anomalous features and events across155

multiple sensor images; the corresponding databases of sensor156

data and features/events are also updated. Then, for a specific157

tunnel ring6 selected by the user, the visualisation platform ac-158

cesses the database and visualises the images and relevant con-159

textual data. It also allows human operators to access and man-160

ually update the nature of the detected events and to add addi-161

tional annotations through the user interface. The users’ inter-162

pretations are stored as attributes of the tagged features.163

A prototype has been developed to demonstrate the function-164

ality of the proposed web-based information platform and to165

provide guidance for further development and improvement.166

The prototype is implemented as a web application with both167

server and client sides: the server side is implemented using168

C++ based on POCO library7 and consists of a centralised169

data repository, a data interpretation service, and a communi-170

cation protocol with the data acquisition system; the browser-171

based client side is developed with html/javascript/CSS/Ajax172

and WebGL that runs within a web browser to interact with the173

server. The prototype has been successfully tested on a variety174

of browsers including Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome.175

No special requirements are needed for the hardware and soft-176

ware on the client’s computer. More details of each component177

will be given in the following sections.178

3. Data Acquisition and Data Management179

This section briefly introduces the geophysical sensors used180

for data acquisition, the data ready communication proto-181

col between the data acquisition system and the data anal-182

ysis/visualisation component, and the back-end database de-183

signed for data management.184

3.1. Data Acquisition185

The ground imaging system was designed for soft ground186

tunnelling operations and consists of multiple sets of GPR an-187

tennae tuned to different frequencies as well as a shear-wave188

seismic imaging system. The operation concept of the system189

is to “image” the front with GPR and seismic sensors installed190

5Chainage is the distance measured in metres along the centre line of a tun-

nel route from a defined start point.
6We assume that concrete lining ring are inserted every few metres along

the tunnel length.
7POCO: a C++ based library for network-centric and portable applications

development. It can be used for cross-platform and real-time applications.

on the TBM cutter head and oriented forward while the TBM191

is not excavating. This operation is repeated each time a ring is192

being erected, i.e. every few metres along the tunnel axis. The193

architecture of the system is designed to be open and flexible,194

offering built-in scalability with respect to the TBM diameter195

and type, and expandability through the potential addition of196

other complementary subsystems [9].197

To collect data for all sensing modalities, instead of captur-198

ing several transects of data on a measurement grid, the data199

is alternatively captured by scanning when rotating the cutter200

head (Figure 2) [9]. Dedicated seismic sources and receivers201

were placed along a diameter of the cutter head (Figure 2(b))202

to generate and record seismic shear waves on three angu-203

lar planes for further inversion analysis [30, 29]. In order to204

achieve the best coverage and imaging resolution of the ground205

in front of the TBM cutter head by GPR, three sets8 of com-206

plementary GPR antennae (each pair with a transmitter and a207

receiver) were designed: a low frequency GPR (with a band-208

width of 100-7600 MHz) to provide a large inspection range209

and two high frequency GPR sensors (with bandwidth between210

450-1450 MHz) to detect small-sized targets like rock fractures211

which might only be a few centimetres in length [27, 28]. In212

order to protect the GPR instrument during the excavation pro-213

cess, a 3 cm thick epoxy resin plate was placed between the214

dipoles and the ground to protect the GPR antenna from blows215

and external pressure when mounted on the TBM [27]. The216

interference between the GPRs and the TBM was also consid-217

ered when designing the sensors [28]. During the acquisition,218

the three GPR sensors (with different frequencies) are placed on219

three different radii sequentially and the TBM is rotated in an220

anti-clockwise direction at a constant rate (Figure 2(a)). In so221

doing, nine GPR images can be generated at each TBM location222

[15, 16, 28]. The data acquisition process is controlled by be-223

spoke data acquisition software and hardware designed by the224

NetTUN partner Geo2X (Switzerland) and the imaging process225

is repeated whilst each tunnel segment ring is erected along the226

tunnel axis. Examples of data acquired by the GPR and seismic227

sensors (after pre-processing) are shown in Figure 8 and 13.228

3.2. Data Ready Communication Protocol (DRCP)229

Once imaging data is acquired and ready, a Data Ready Com-230

munication Protocol (DRCP) is used to notify the data process-231

ing/visualisation platform. DRCP is based on a client-server ar-232

chitecture for data transmission using TCP stream sockets9 with233

communication messages in XML format. Here the client is the234

data provider (the data acquisition software, e.g. GPR) which235

initiates the protocol by sending a data signal to the server us-236

ing an XML file. This particular XML message is in a human-237

readable format with possibilities for future extension. It con-238

tains all the necessary information about the captured data such239

as the number of files, type of files (e.g. GPR images) and lo-240

cation of those files. With this message, the visualisation server241

8We chose three sets for the initial prototype, More, or fewer, sets could be

easily accommodated in our visualisation platform.
9Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a reliable socket protocol which

treats communication as a continuous stream of characters.
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Figure 1: Work flow of the web-based information platform for management, visualisation and interpretation of tunnel ground imaging/contextual data.

(a) GPR circular scanning options [9] (b) Seismic sensors [30].

Figure 2: Circular scanning configuration of the ground imaging system. (a)

GPR sensors; (b) Cutter head of the TBM showing source-receiver acquisition

geometries along different diameters [30]

initiates the process of data downloading and updating the cor-242

responding database. Communication errors, which may affect243

the data ready exchange, are handled using the standard Trans-244

mission Control Protocol in the POCO C++ library. The sys-245

tem architecture for the communication protocol is shown in246

Figure 3.247

3.3. Data Management and Database Design248

In this platform, a back-end database was designed and249

implemented to store and manage the imaging information250

(e.g. the captured imaging data, the anomalous geological fea-251

tures/events predicted by a feature detection algorithm or anno-252

tated by human experts), the surveyed geology data (in the form253

of initial geology maps) and the TBM parameters from differ-254

ent tunnelling projects. The stored data from historical projects255

could be used for assisting decision making in future projects.256

Database of Captured Imaging Data. This database257

stores the system parameters and attributes of each captured258

GPR and seismic image. It includes three tables: 1) table259

Figure 3: System architecture for communication between the data capturing

system, TBM and the visualisation platform (GPR is demonstrated as an exam-

ple).

Project constants stores the parameters/constants used by the260

ground imaging system in a project, such as the starting an-261

gle of the data acquisition (e.g. 0.000 degree with respect to a262

fixed direction) and the scanning direction (e.g. CCW: counter-263

clockwise); 2) table gpr data stores the information of each264

captured GPR image; 3) and table seismic data stores the infor-265

mation of each seismic image obtained by inverse modelling.266

The three tables are linked by their Project ID. Structures of267

the three tables is shown in Appendix Figure A.19. Once the268

meta-data file of a captured image is received by the server, the269

corresponding image database is updated.270

Database of Detected Features and Events. An event is a271

local change in geology (e.g. fault, karst) or man-made artefacts272

(building foundation, pipe). Features are the local changes in273

sensor data that could indicate the presence of an event, which274
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could correspond to a single or multiple features in different275

sensor data (i.e. multiple features contribute to the same event).276

A feature can be detected automatically from the sensor data277

or manually annotated by human experts. This database was278

designed to store the attributes of detected/annotated features,279

events and the correspondences between them. It includes four280

tables: 1) In the Feature table, a feature can be uniquely iden-281

tified by its feature ID and project ID. This table also stores the282

local 3D location of a feature with respect to the TBM front283

plane and centre, its feature chainage10 in the tunnel, its lati-284

tude and longitude, whether it is an artefact and whether it is285

an auto detection or manually annotated. For the purpose of vi-286

sualisation, the geometry shape (e.g. ellipse, box, curve) used287

to represent the features is also stored together with the cor-288

responding shape parameters. For example, the information289

of curves is stored in a separate table Curve, in which each290

curve is represented by a list of curve/boundary points (multiple291

points in {x, y, z} format). 2) An Event type table is designed to292

store various types of events that might be encountered, i.e. one293

of {Brutal Change, Fault, Inclusion, Karst, Piles, Foundation,294

Pipes, Slow Transition, Water Inflow, Unknown}. 3) The infor-295

mation of each detected event is stored in the Event table and is296

assigned a specified event type that is linked to the Event Type297

table. 4) As an event can correspond to one or multiple features,298

an Event Feature table is designed to capture these correspon-299

dences. Note that an event can occur only once but multiple fea-300

tures (non-repeated) can relate to the same event. Relationship301

diagram of the feature and event database is shown in Appendix302

Figure A.20.303

Database of Simplified Tunnel Geology. In addition to the304

imaging database, a tunnel geology database is designed to de-305

scribe the geology data along the tunnel route to help human306

operators understand the broad context and facilitate data inter-307

pretation. As a tunnel route can be divided into several seg-308

ments and the ground in each segment can be composed of var-309

ious materials such as rock, clay and minerals, three tables are310

designed to capture this information: 1) the Tunnel Segments311

table stores the locations of segments11 in a tunnel includ-312

ing segment chainage and segment descriptions; 2) the Mate-313

rial Type table stores the various material types a tunnel could314

be composed of; 3) and the Segment Geology table links the315

Tunnel Segments and Material Type tables to store the specific316

geology information around each tunnel segments. The rela-317

tionship diagram of the tunnel geology database is shown in318

Appendix Figure 21(a).319

Database of TBM Parameters. The data of TBM param-320

eters is acquired by the TBM Programmable Logic Controller321

(PLC) from various sources, including external sensors and in-322

ternal TBM operating systems. As real-time TBM parameters323

are largely affected by and may also reflect the front ground324

conditions [6], tables are designed to store the information col-325

lected by the sensors on TBM, such as ground pressure, cutter326

head torque, cutter head rotation speed, and thrust force. TBM327

10Feature chainage = Ring chainage + distance from TBM cutter head to the

feature.
11These segments can be multiple rings.

Figure 4: The components and functionality of the visualisation platform.

parameters are associated with corresponding chainages and328

stored in three tables: 1) the TBM Parameters table stores the329

various types of TBM parameters; 2) the TBM Segment table330

stores the information of each segment with its start chainage331

and end chainage; 3) and the TBM Data table stores the val-332

ues of different TBM parameters in different segments. The333

relationship diagram of TBM parameter database is shown in334

Appendix Figure 21(b).335

4. 2D/3D Visualisation and Events Detection Component336

As mentioned in Section 3, once the captured imaging data is337

downloaded on the visualisation server, it can be visualised in338

the user interface and used for interpretation of probable events.339

The related database is also updated. In order to perform a340

full analysis of the front condition, several visualisation inter-341

faces were developed, including geology view, TBM data view,342

GPR data view, seismic view and interpretation view (Figure 4).343

The visualisation platform allows users to change the data dis-344

played, select the time point, and switch between different visu-345

alisation methods. It also allows experts to add annotation for346

probable events before and after the tunnel excavation.347

Basic layout of the user interface is shown in Figure 5. The348

design principle behind this layout is to tackle the problem that349

one screen size is typically not large enough to display all the350

imaging and contextual data for interpretation simultaneously.351

Navigation buttons are provided at the top of the interface to al-352

low users switch between different data (geology, TBM param-353

eters, GPR data, seismic data, human/machine interpretation354

results). The visualisation window in the middle is the main355

window for visualising different data. Meanwhile, in order to356

switch between different tunnel locations where imaging data357

is captured, a time-line with pins is designed near the bottom of358

the user interface. The pins represent the tunnel rings/chainage359

and users can click on individual pins to specify the tunnel lo-360

cations to be investigated. The coloured Footer below the pins361

displays a compressed geology map along the tunnel. The prop-362

erties tabs on the right panel displays the detailed information363

of the visualised data.364

In the following sections, details of each visualisation com-365

ponent (Figure 4) and their data sources (e.g. feature detection366

process) are explained.367
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Figure 5: User interface: the bottom pins are associated with TBM locations/chainage.

4.1. Tunnel Geology view368

In order to help users to interpret the imaging data, identify369

(or reduce the ambiguities of) the nature of probable events,370

a broad view of the geology context along the tunnel route is371

shown on the user interface in the form of geology maps, which372

are created by geo-experts in advance based on the surveyed373

data from boreholes. As shown in figure 6, the Tunnel geology374

view can be accessed using the navigation button on the top of375

the interface. The visualisation window provides a top view376

and a side view of the whole geology map. Different colour377

codes represent different ground types and properties. Users378

can pan or zoom the maps to see more details. In addition to the379

main Tunnel geology view, a simplified geology map (vertically380

squashed) is also provided at the bottom of the user interface.381

It is aligned with the tunnel chainage so that users can easily382

see the rough geology context at a selected ring when interpret383

a sensor image. The text summary of the geology information384

at each ring can also be easily accessed using the Geology tab385

on the right hand side of the panel.386

4.2. TBM Parameters View387

The TBM parameters view was developed in collaboration388

with a group of experienced tunnelling engineers within the389

EU-funded Nettun project, who suggested that the real-time390

TBM parameters could be visually inspected and used to help391

evaluate the ground conditions. In addition to manual inspec-392

tion, automatic analysis of the TBM parameters could also be393

investigated in the future, e.g. [6]. Implementation of the TBM394

parameter visualisation view (Figure 7) has been made flexible395

and allows the visualisation of whatever parameters provided396

by the ground imaging system (stored in the TBM Parameters397

table). It can be accessed using the parameter button on the398

top navigation bar. Currently, the ground pressure, cutter head399

torque, cutter head rotation speed, and thrust force are included.400

The parameters are visualised as a set of line charts, each of401

which represents an individual parameter from multiple rings402

in a tunnel. Users can pan and zoom the parameter view to see403

more details. If users want to highlight the parameters at a par-404

ticular tunnel ring, they can either press the ctrl+G key on the405

keyboard to open a popup window and enter a ring number, or406

click the corresponding pin on the bottom. A tooltip will ap-407

pear on the line charts next to the selected ring and display the408

parameter values.409

4.3. GPR and Seismic Data Processing and Visualisation410

In this section, both GPR and seismic imaging data is anal-411

ysed and visualised for interpretation12. Integration of the elec-412

tromagnetic (GPR) and seismic methods (shear-wave) can help413

detect adverse events based on both dielectric and elastic prop-414

erties of the targets. Visualisation of the imaging data is imple-415

mented in two levels: the first level is to visualise the captured416

imaging data in an easy-to-understand manner and in a unified417

coordinate frame; the second level is to highlight anomalous418

image features and probable events by fusion of multiple sets of419

imaging data. Since both GPR and seismic sensors are reflec-420

tion based techniques, in order to calculate the distance from a421

probable event to the TBM cutter head, the velocity of signals422

travelling in the surrounding medium must be known. In this423

work, the velocity (or ground permittivity) of GPR signals is424

estimated based on the rough ground characteristics; the veloc-425

ity model of seismic sensors comes out of an inverse modelling426

procedure as detailed in [29].427

12 N.B. all the imaging data demonstrated in this paper is from a geophysi-

cal survey conducted with the aforementioned ground imaging system in Eind-

hoven, Netherlands in 2015. Two plastic tanks were filled with water and buried

in the ground to simulate a water inflow scenario. Materials were gradually

filled in to vertically built up the ground, and seven groups of sensor data were

captured every 1m on top of the target (to simulate in reverse order the TBM

drilling process where sensor measurements are concurrent with the ring con-

struction operations).
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Figure 6: Tunnel geology view.

Figure 7: TBM parameters view (when a specific ring is selected, a tooltip appears next to the corresponding data in the visualisation window.)

4.3.1. Visualisation of the Ground Penetrating Radar Data428

Data acquisition process of the GPR data has been explained429

in section 3.1. As mentioned above, the designed sensors on a430

TBM will be configured/rotated in concentric rings (i.e. sensors431

are placed at three radii sequentially) and each GPR sensor can432

provide one GPR image at each radii (Figure 8). In our test,433

there are three such radii and three sets of GPR antennae in the434

considered scenarios (a low frequency GPR (LF) and two high435

frequency GPR (HF1, HF2)), 3×3 GPR images can be captured436

at each location. In order to make best use of the imaging data437

captured by different sensors at different locations, a suite of438

2D/3D visualisation options were designed and implemented.439

The GPR view (Figure 8) can be accessed using the GPR button440

from the top navigation bar. The data for a specific tunnel ring441

can be viewed by selecting the individual pins from the footer.442

Cylindrical view and Planar view. The on-board GPR an-443

tennae rotate around the centre and transmit waves into the444

ground ahead. Each trace is recorded at a discrete position445

along an antenna transect, and the combination of these traces446

provides a 2D vertical slice image through the ground. This447

image is warped as a cylinder in metre-metric and shown on448

the user interface with the depth of each image displayed (Fig-449
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Figure 8: GPR cylindrical view and planar view [34].

Figure 9: GPR post-processing view.

ure 8 (left)). Users can also rotate and zoom the view using the450

mouse. The original 2D GPR image is also displayed next to451

the wrapped image (Figure 8 (right))13.452

GPR post-processing view. User can switch between raw453

image and post-processed data (Figure 9), which is designed to454

quickly highlight the anomalous regions with strong amplitude455

13Note: the green bounding boxes overlapped on the GPR images were de-

rived from the automated feature detection algorithm presented in section 4.3.3

using a simple and fast filter. To do this, the average intensity456

of the raw image is subtracted from the image; then, the abso-457

lute intensity value at each pixel is computed to avoid negative458

intensity values; after that, an image smoothing filter is applied459

to obtain the post-processed image.460

Switching between different GPR data. As there are GPR461

data of various frequencies and captured at different radii, users462

can choose which data to be displayed on the cylindrical view463

(Figure 10) by switching on the related radio of a a GPR fre-464
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Figure 10: GPR visualisation options. Users can switch between different GPR

sensors and different data capturing radii.

Figure 11: Visualisation of GPR images at different radii.

quency (only one frequency can be selected each time) and tick-465

ing the check boxes of the locations of GPR data (multiple radii466

can be shown at the same time). Users can also switch between467

different 2D images on the right hand side using the top tabs.468

Examples of combinations of GPR data at different radii are469

shown in Figure 11.470

GPR interpolated cross-section view. In order to further471

help visualisation and analysis, an interpolated cross-section472

view of the cylindrical display is designed (Figure 12(b)). The473

image on the cross-section view is generated in real-time based474

on GPR images at different radii (with the same frequency)475

through the following steps:476

a) At first, the GPR image data from different radii is fitted477

to a structured 3D rectangular grid with vertices shown in478

Figure 12(a). Local averaging is applied over the angular479

axis as the data is fitted.480

b) Then, a 2D sliced image is extracted from the reconstructed481

volumetric data perpendicular to the TBM drilling direction482

at a certain depth D. To do this, the 3D rectangular grids483

are re-sampled to a uniform grid of 2D pixels by linearly in-484

terpolating the grey values at each vertex in the mesh. Blue485

lines in Figure 12(a) are used to illustrate the case of inter-486

polation.487

c) Finally, the obtained grey scale image is mapped as a colour488

map (Figure 12(b), right) which starts at grey level, then489

goes to orange at a certain threshold to indicate higher val-490

ues (intensities) on the image. This threshold can be manu-491

ally controlled by users using the slider bar above the cross-492

section image (highlighted in the figure with an ellipse).493

4.3.2. Visualisation of the Inverted Seismic Data494

Tunnel seismic sensors measures the reflected signals caused495

by the acoustic impedance contrast due to ground differences.496

(a) Interpolation of image pixels.

(b) Cross-section view on the user interface.

Figure 12: GPR interpolated cross-section view.

The captured seismic data in our system is first pre-processed497

and input to a seismic Full-Waveform Inversion (FWI) soft-498

ware [30] to generate a mass-density model and a seismic shear-499

wave velocity model. In the proposed visualisation platform,500

both the Density and Velocity models are visualised (Figure 13)501

and can be accessed using the Seismic button on the navigation502

bar or switch between them using the radio buttons.503

Similar to GPR data visualisation, both 3D (left window)504

and 2D (right window) visualisation of the seismic data are505

provided (Figure 13). In our experiment, three seismic image506

planes at angles (0, 60 and 120 degrees) were acquired by mak-507

ing use of the rotation of the TBM to these positions; differ-508

ent measurements are combined to obtain data along a partic-509

ular transect, oriented along one of the diameters of the cutter510

head [30]. The three acquired image planes are displayed in511

the left window of the seismic interface (Figure 13). As the vi-512

sualisation software design is flexible, more image planes can513

be added if seismic data is captured at more angles. Users can514

rotate and zoom the view to see more details. In the right win-515

dow, the 2D seismic images acquired at different angles can be516

switched using the tabs on the right panel. Seismic data cap-517

tured at different tunnel rings can also be viewed by clicking on518

the pins from the footer.519

4.3.3. Detection of Anomalous Features/Events from Multi-520

sensor Data521

As explained in section 3.3, a feature in the imaging data522

could indicate the presence of an event in front of the cut-523

ter head. In order to alert TBM operators of potential events524
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(a) Seismic density model. (b) Seismic velocity model.

Figure 13: Visualisation of the seismic density and velocity data.

Figure 14: Examples of detected features from GPR images (two high-frequency and one low-frequency images).

and allow the immediate interruption of the excavation before525

striking them, algorithms (as will be detailed in the follow-526

ing sections) are designed to enable the detection of probable527

events/obstacles that are of real relevance to the TBM opera-528

tor. The feature and event detection method used in this work is529

based on the analysis of image properties and can be executed in530

near real-time. After collecting sufficient volume of data from531

real tunnel projects in the future (e.g. with imaging data, geo-532

experts’ annotation and as-built ground truth after excavation),533

supervised machine learning techniques could be used to build534

recognition models to further complement the current method.535

The image analysis method used in this work is composed of536

two stages: a) automatic feature qualification in individual GPR537

and inverted seismic images; and b) fusion/cross-check of GPR538

and seismic features for event identification.539

Feature detection in GPR data. As areas in GPR images540

with light intensity (except those from ground echo and noise)541

are generally relating to the underground objects with high di-542

electric contrast to the surrounding medium, a GPR image can543

be divided into background and foreground regions using in-544

tensity based thresholding methods [35]. In this system, in-545

stead of considering each GPR image pixel separately, features546

are considered as pixels/regions with different intensities with547

respect to their local neighbouring areas [36, 37]. After ap-548

plying preprocessing steps (i.e., signal de-wow correction, pro-549

grammed gain control, horizontal filtering, bandpass filtering550

and time/depth correction) on a raw GPR image using IDS14
551

14OneVision, IDS, Pisa, Italy. IDS was the commercial partner in the NeT-

TUN project who designed the GPR antennae.

standard processing software, a 3 × 3 median filter is applied552

on the GPR image to remove background noise, followed by553

subtracting the average of each horizontal trace from all traces554

to remove ground echo. Then, the GPR image is sub-sampled555

to s resolutions as Is, s ∈ [S 1, S 2, S 3 · · · , S m], such as [1/2,556

1/4, 1/8], and each sub-sampled image is blurred using a set557

of Gaussian filters with different standard deviations (σ1, σ2).558

The differences of the Gaussian-blurred images with respect to559

the original sub-sampled image are summed up and normalised560

to represent the dissimilarity of pixels with their surroundings561

in the current image scale. The weighted sum of the difference562

maps at different image scales is used as the image intensity fea-563

ture map [34]. This result can be thresholded to find connected564

areas and the extracted pixels and their associated values are565

sent forward to the fusion stage explained in the next section.566

An example of the results from the above mentioned method is567

shown in Figure 14, in which the extracted connected areas are568

marked by white contours automatically.569

Features detection in Seismic data. In order to identify po-570

tential features in individual seismic image, the 2N inverted im-571

ages (N velocity images and N density images) of the seismic572

data at a certain chainage are used, where N is the number of573

angular positions where the acquisition is performed (N = 3574

in our experiment). An impedance image is first computed us-575

ing: I = ρ · V , where I is the impedance, ρ is the inverted bulk576

density image and V is the inverted velocity image. Then, the577

normalised impedance image is thresholded to find the extreme578

bright/dark regions based on image statistics, which are consid-579

ered as features in this context.580
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Figure 15: Visualisation of detected features (When the mouse cursor is placed over a feature in the feature table, the corresponding image features on the GPR

image are highlighted with red boxes).

Detection and Tracking of Potential Events from Multi-581

sensor data. The image analysis module sequentially detects582

features from individual GPR and seismic images. It is possible583

that the locations of the detected features in individual seismic584

or GPR images are not consistent (either because the sensors585

detect a particular object in slightly different locations, or be-586

cause the feature is not detected at all by one of the sensors).587

Therefore, the detected features from different sensors and lo-588

cations are integrated in a 3D accumulator to extract probable589

events in front of the TBM using a voting strategy: 1) The space590

ahead of the TBM cutter is divided into a 3D grid. As each 2D591

pixel on the GPR image plane will contribute a set of weighted592

”votes” to some 3D spatial locations in the 3D grid, the value593

of each cell is the accumulation of all of these ”votes” depen-594

dent on the centre frequency of the radar energy, the depth of595

targets to the ground surface and the average relative dielectric596

permittivity of the ground in local area [34]; 2) Image features597

detected by different sensors are projected into 3D to update this598

3D volume. For a detected feature at (x, y) on a 2D GPR image,599

its corresponding spatial locations can be on a partial sphere600

surface. For a detected feature on a seismic image, its corre-601

sponding location is assumed to be on an image plane. The val-602

ues of the cells are relating to the partial spheres or image planes603

and accumulated sequentially; 3) After processing all the GPR604

and seismic images at one tunnel chainage, the probable events605

are extracted from the 3D volume based on their values and con-606

nectivity. As the ground imaging system moves forward, it may607

get closer and closer to a potential object ahead, and more infor-608

mation may be gathered by the imaging system. Therefore, 3D609

events extracted at consecutive tunnel chainages are compared610

with each other to establish correspondences based on their ab-611

Figure 16: Events tracking: the absolute locations, including the 3D centroids

and bounding boxes, of the extracted events are used as the inputs of the track-

ing method.

solute locations (i.e. 3D centroids and bounding boxes) in the612

3D volume (Figure 16).613

Updating Feature and Event Database. After establishing614

the correspondences between tracked events, the global Event615

ID of previously detected events are propagated and assigned to616

the corresponding events detected at the subsequent locations.617

The detected events are then re-projected onto individual sensor618

image planes (e.g. warped GPR image planes) as validated fea-619

tures. The platform then updates the event and feature database620

using the information of the extracted 3D events (e.g. global621

Event ID, 3D location (centroid), bounding box (size)) and the622

corresponding re-projected 2D image features, as well as visu-623

alises the detected features and events on the user interface so624

multiple authorised users can access the platform wherever they625

are, add annotations, and make final decisions collaboratively.626

4.3.4. Visualisation of the Detected Features and Events627

Based on the updated feature and event database, the detected628

features and events related to the sensor image(s) selected by629

the user (as presented in previous sections) are visualised on630
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the user interface.631

Visualisation of the detected features. The re-projected im-632

age features are shown as green bounding boxes (Figure 15)633

overlaid on sensor images. The Features and Events tab in the634

properties viewer (right panel) also displays the details of the635

detected features and events at the selected tunnel location. In636

the displayed feature/event table, a row relates to a feature in637

an image. Four attributes of features are currently displayed in638

the property table (Figure 15), including Event ID, Event Type,639

Type of Sensor, and whether a feature is considered as an arte-640

fact or not. It should be noted that different features can relate641

to one event and share the same Event ID. Whenever a mouse642

cursor is placed over an Event ID in the right-hand side table,643

the bounding box of the corresponding image features on the644

GPR image are highlighted (turns from green to red) as shown645

in Figure 15. This functionality was suggested by users so that646

they can easily identify/inspect the corresponding features on647

an image.648

Visualisation of the probable events - Front view and Side649

view. Two views were designed to visualise the probable events650

from different perspectives: 1) the Front view shows the de-651

tected probable events seen from the front of the TBM at a se-652

lected ring number and can be accessed using the Interpretation653

button from the navigation bar (Figure 17(a)). The front view654

screen (interpretation) is divided into two views, left for GPR655

and right for seismic data. 2) The side view window is divided656

into three horizontal views and can be accessed using the last657

button from the navigation bar. Each view shows (from top to658

bottom) the events detected from GPR data, seismic data and659

fusion of the two data sources. Both the predicted events (30660

metres ahead of the TBM) and the as-built events (10 metres661

behind the TBM cutter head) are shown on the image (location662

of the current TBM cutter head is shown using a vertical yel-663

low lines). Details of the predicted and as-built events are given664

in the next section. As shown in Figure 17(b), different colour665

codes are used in the data fusion image, i.e. red for GPR and666

green for seismic; the Fusion events properties tab on the right667

hand side of the window also displays the event table at a se-668

lected chainage, including the Event ID and Event location (X,669

Y). An Event ID in the table also possesses a mouse over action,670

i.e. when mouse cursor is over an event number the correspond-671

ing bounding box on the side view images will be highlighted672

(turns from green to red).673

4.4. Context Interpretation: Interactive Expert Input674

Based on the discussions with potential users, a user interface675

was designed to allow human operators to update the nature of676

a predicted event and to add comments. As shown in Figure 18677

(left), the event number shown in the property table under the678

Events properties tab is an HTML anchor, which means that679

users can click on a certain event ID in the table and a popup680

window form will be opened, known as the experts’ evaluation681

form (Figure 18 (middle)). The evaluation form allows a geo-682

logical expert to update the event type from a scroll list. Two683

types of events can be updated, namely predicted event and as-684

built event. A predicted event is an event propagated from the685

prediction from previous chainage, and an as-built event is an-686

notated after the TBM has excavated. Other fields in this form687

include quality of acquisition and whether an event is an arte-688

fact or not. Experts can also add their comments about the de-689

tected event using free text. By clicking on the submit button,690

the form is submitted and an update success/confirmation mes-691

sage will be displayed (Figure 18 (right)). All of these modi-692

fications/annotations by users are recorded in the database for693

possible further analysis in the future.694

5. Test and Discussion695

Real imaging data from a field test site was used to demon-696

strate the feasibility of this system. The test site was built in697

the Netherlands to gather data using both the radar and seis-698

mic subsystems and supply this data to test the data processing699

and visualisation platform [9]. Five scenarios were built below700

the surface: karst, anthropogenic structures, inclusion, water701

inflow and fault. Imaging data from the water inflow scenario702

is demonstrated in this paper (Figure 8 to 18). In the collected703

experimental dataset, the detection distance of the seismic sen-704

sors is about nine metres, and the detection distances of the705

low frequency and high frequency GPRs are about three me-706

tres and two metres respectively. All the components of the707

proposed platform, including the data ready communication708

protocol, the back-end database, the module of feature/event709

detection, and different data visualisation options as well as710

the experts’ input view, worked smoothly and seamlessly as711

designed. Both the visualisation interfaces and the detection712

results revealed and confirmed the location of the buried tar-713

gets. A video demonstrating the visualisation platform can be714

found at http://bit.ly/2E2kz9c15. The platform was also715

evaluated by TBM engineers, geophysical experts and software716

consultants in the project from industry who provided positive717

feedback on it. Indeed they were closely involved in the design718

of the platform. For example, the geological view was added as719

the tunnelling engineers we consulted suggested that the ge-720

ological context could facilitate data interpretation for them.721

Whilst it is true that the system has not been deployed on an722

actual TBM due to the end of the project, it is TBM-ready, and723

the main concerns going forward to this goal are not within the724

scope of this paper, but rather detailed engineering issues.725

In terms of other potential usage of the system, the stored726

predictions and annotations of adverse geological events in dif-727

ferent tunnelling projects could be used in multiple ways. First,728

the platform could be used as a training platform for junior en-729

gineers. By investigating the stored data (e.g. TBM parameters,730

geological maps, experts’ annotation before and after excava-731

tion and their explanation) of previous projects, junior engineer732

can gain a better understanding of imaging data interpretation.733

Secondly, as the geolocation of adverse geological events as734

well as their associated imaging data and TBM parameters are735

stored, when a new project comes closer to a past project stored736

in the database, the stored adverse geological events could be737

15Accessed: 2019-04-25.
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(a) Front view of the probable events.

(b) Side view of the probable events.

Figure 17: Data fusion view with detected events: front view and side view.

presented to users (in a 3D-GIS) as the context to help data in-738

terpretation, which may also be automated in the future. And739

thirdly, once we have a large amount of data from different tun-740

nelling projects, including the imaging data, the initially pre-741

dicted events and the as-built events observed after a tunnel742

segment has been excavated, these data can be used for machine743

learning to develop more advanced algorithms for adverse geo-744

logical events detection and classification.745
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Figure 18: Experts’ evaluation forms for updating the attributes of an event.

6. Conclusion746

This paper presented a novel web-based visualisation plat-747

form for a look-ahead ground imaging system on tunnel bor-748

ing machines. Linked to a ground imaging system with mul-749

tiple GPR and seismic sensors, the proposed platform has the750

functionality of automated imaging data acquisition/storage,751

2D/3D visualisation, and automated feature detection by fu-752

sion of data from different sensing modalities and different lo-753

cations. By visualising the ahead-looking imaging data from754

different perspectives and overlaying the related geological con-755

text and TBM parameters, users can gain an understanding756

of what could be uncovered by subsequent excavations. The757

web-based design allows geo-experts to remotely (i.e. away758

from job sites) access and interpret the tunnel imaging data759

to help identify and alert potential hazards, establishing a col-760

laborative interpretation process. Informative visualisation and761

user-friendly interfaces were also implemented to maximise the762

value of data to facilitate the interpretation and decision-making763

process by TBM operators/geo-experts. The proposed visuali-764

sation platform is quite flexible to different sensor models (e.g.765

sensor frequencies) and configurations (e.g. size/shape of the766

scanning pattern), so the proposed data processing, manage-767

ment and visualisation framework is also applicable to other768

ground imaging systems for tunnel inspection or surface geo-769

physical surveys [33], etc.770
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Appendix A. Database design782

Figure A.19: Relationship diagram of the captured image database.

Figure A.20: Relationship diagram of the features and events database.
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(a) Tunnel geology database.

(b) TBM data/parameters database.

Figure A.21: Relationship diagram of the tunnel geology and TBM data param-

eters database.
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